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Pictured : Speaker Souki emphasizes importance of dispensaries

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE - OPENING DAY RECAP
January 21 was Opening Day for the 2016 Session of
the H awai?i Legislature, and residents flew in from all
over the state to hear what their elected officials have
planned for the new year. H omelessness and affordable
housing were hot- button topics in both the H ouse and
Senate Chambers, but Speaker of the H ouse Joseph
Souki had yet another legislative achievement on his
mind: fixing H awai?i?s medical marijuana system.
Speaker Souki was clearly proud of the Legislature?s
monumental achievement in legalizing medical
marijuana dispensaries ? a feat that he noted was over
a decade in the making. The dispensary bill was created to provide ?safe and reliable access? for
medical marijuana patients, said Souki, and it?s the Legislature?s responsibility to ?make sure its done
well now.?
Speaker Souki did not propose any specific changes for H awai?i?s medical marijuana law, but his
speech reflected the confusion that many legislators felt in the wake of the Department of H ealth?s
interim rules for marijuana dispensaries. Legislators want to get back to the dispensary program?s
original purpose of providing safe and reliable access to H awai?i?s medical marijuana patients, and
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they are not afraid to overrule the Department
of H ealth?s rules in the process. Indeed, H ouse
M ajority Leader Scott Saiki?s brief comments
yesterday morning focused on the Legislature
taking on a more active role with the
administrative departments, though he did not
mention the Department of H ealth or the
medical marijuana program as specific
examples.
From
our
Opening
Day
conversations, it seems clear that legislators
intend this session to be less about political
grandstanding and more about finding practical
fixes that they can actually follow through on.

So what type of legislation was actually
introduced before the January 27 deadline? The
following sections will discuss the bills that we
are sponsoring through Representative Della Au
Belatti, the bills that H DA supports thus far, and
the bills that H DA will likely be lobbying
against. Regardless of the likelihood of success
for each individual measure, one thing is clear:
legislators are not ready to wipe their hands
clean of H awai?i?s medical marijuana dispensary
system.
N ote: A previous version of this article first appeared in the
H awai?i Reporter on January 22, 2016.

HDA- SPONSORED BI LLS
The H awai?i Dispensary Alliance is fortunate to
enjoy the support of Representative Della Au
Belatti, one of the greatest advocates for medical
marijuana in the H awai?i State Legislature.
Although Rep. Belatti knew she would have other
issues on her plate this session, she has remained
vigilant in assessing potential weaknesses in the
legal framework for medical marijuana. On
January 27, Rep. Belatti introduced two bills that
directly address the industry concerns H DA brought
to her attention.
H B 2708 addresses a problem
area that H DA discovered
while writing an article for this
very newsletter: background
checks (see page 5). Unbeknownst to all of us, the
interim rules greatly expanded the scope of who was
required to obtain a background check prior to
entering a dispensary. This bill "[c]larifies that
qualifying patients and primary caregivers, and
government officials and employees, shall not be
subject to background checks to enter or remain on
the premises of certain medical marijuana facilities
for an authorized purpose."

HB 2708

The bill was co- introduced by Representatives
Richard Creagan, Angus M cKelvey, Dee M orikawa
and Joy San Buenaventura.
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It was clear after the
informational briefing on
December 28, 2015 that
the Department of H ealth was unlikely to amend
the interim rules for dispensaries. To that end,
Rep. Belatti has sponsored a bill this session that
addresses the vast majority of the changes
suggested by H DA as well as the issues noted by
tax attorney Trevor K. Asam.

HB 2707

The short description of the bill identifies the
following five areas of legislation:
Establishes the medical cannabis advisory
commission. Amends various definitions
and provisions relating to medical
marijuana
dispensary
operations,
paraphernalia, and testing. Provides that
advanced practice registered nurses may
certify patients for medical marijuana use.
Excludes dispensaries from enterprise zone
tax
exemptions.
Excludes medical
marijuana from certain federal tax
provisions.
Amongst other features, H B 2707 adopted the
following H DA suggestions for lab testing
standards: laboratories will only have to test for
pesticides approved for use on marijuana by the
H awai?i Department of Agriculture; batch testing

for heavy metals (both expensive and ineffective) will be eliminated; and certain residual solvent limits will
be raised to account for the natural byproducts of making marijuana extracts. The bill also allows
interisland transportation of marijuana for lab testing purposes, which should be a huge relief for neighbor
island dispensaries. H DA?s hope is that these changes will make it easier for prospective laboratories to
open their doors by the time the dispensaries open for business.
H B 2707's biggest weakness may be its breadth. Other common
sense changes in H B 2707 include allowing Sunday business
hours, removing the prohibition on smokable products and
related paraphernalia, and clarifying that greenhouses are
permissible cultivation structures (so long as they comply with the
rest of the rules). H DA will be following this bill very closely to
ensure that none of these crucial changes fall by the wayside
during committee.
The bill was co- introduced by Representatives Sylvia Luke,
Angus M cKelvey, Dee M orikawa, M ark N akashima, Scott
N ishimoto, Joy San Buenaventura, Joseph Souki, and Karl
Rhoads.

BIL L S REL ATING TO MARIJUANA
This article lists all of the bills available for action
this session. We have separated the bills into
categories reflecting the sections of our membership
that the legislation is most likely to affect. Should you
desire to follow up with your local representative
regarding one of these bills, we have also included the
names of the introducing legislators in parentheses
following a brief summary of the bill. For
information on how to submit testimony on these
bills, please refer to our article on page 20.

medicine
to H B 1680: Removes the
monitor
and
research
issues home grow option for
related to medical patients beginning in
marijuana
July 2017
dispensaries.
Appropriates
moneys. (Belatti, M orikawa, N akashima, Kobayashi,
San Buenaventura)
H B 2256: Authorizes a naturopathic physician to
prescribe controlled substances that are consistent
with naturopathic medical practice. Clarifies that
narcotic drugs shall not be included within the
naturopathic formulary. (Belatti, M orikawa)

Physicians
SB 1229: Establishes the narcotics advisory
committee to recommend topics and curriculum for
the continuing medical education program. (Green)

SB 2177: Requires the Department of H ealth to issue
a receipt that shall serve as a temporary registration
certificate for the medical use of marijuana upon
receipt of a written certification form completed by
or on behalf of a qualifying patient. Increases penalty
for fraudulent misrepresentation to a law
enforcement official relating to the issuance of a
written certificate by a physician. (Espero, Green,

H B 1677: Requires DCCA to submit annual reports
regarding physician discipline related to medical
marijuana certifications. Requires DOH to submit
monthly reports on medical marijuana certifications.
Requires H awaii medical board to investigate
potential misconduct. (Oshiro, Choy)
H B 2710: Requires the UH John A. Burns school of
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Kidani, Shimabukuro, Baker)
SB 2332: Authorizes a naturopathic physician to prescribe controlled substances that are consistent with
naturopathic medical practice. Clarifies that narcotic drugs shall not be included within the naturopathic
formulary. (Baker, English, Keith- Agaran, Kidani, Ruderman, Espero, Gabbard, Ihara, N ishihara,
Taniguchi)
SB 3009: Amends the definition of "debilitating medical condition" to allow for greater physician discretion
to prescribe low potency medical marijuana. (Green, Gabbard, Kim, Shimabukuro)

Dispensaries
SB 2523: Allows medical marijuana production centers
to be greenhouses, shade houses, and open- air
growing operations, provided that they are not visible
from any thoroughfare. (Ruderman, Espero, L.
Thielan)
H B 1748: Authorizes each county council to adopt
criteria to evaluate potential locations for mmj
dispensaries. Authorizes a county council to prohibit
medical marijuana production centers and dispensaries
in a specified area by ordinance. (Evans, Creagan,
N akashima, Tsuji)
H B 1808: Allows medical marijuana production
centers to be greenhouses, shade houses, and open- air
growing operations, provided that they are not visible
from any thoroughfare. (San Buenaventura, Creagan,
Keohokalole,
Kobayashi,
M orikawa,
Rhoads,
Takayama)
H B 1889: Provides that the sale or production of
medical
marijuana
and
manufacturing
of
manufactured marijuana products are not eligible
business activities for state enterprise zone purposes.
(Oshiro, Choy)
SB 2384: Requires the department of health to
conduct unannounced visits and relicensing inspections
for state- licensed care facilities and medical marijuana
dispensaries. (Baker, Inouye, Keith- Agaran, Kidani,
N ishihara, Tokuda, Gabbard)
SB 2176: Establishes the H awaii medical marijuana
oversight committee. Requires the committee to
evaluate the implementation of medical marijuana,
including the impact on patients, the effectiveness of
regulatory safeguards, and possible areas of expansion
for the medical marijuana program. Effective January
1, 2017. (Espero, Baker, Ruderman)
SB 873 (2015 Carryover M easure): Legalizes the
personal use of marijuana in a specified quantity.
4

H emp Legislation
Although H DA doesn't currently represent any
members with hemp interests, hemp is certainly a
potential component of H awai?i's legitimate cannabis
industry. H ere are the bills that have been introduced
regarding industrial hemp:
H B 1717: Requires the DOA to establish a pilot
project to allow people to grow industrial hemp for
animal feed. (Saiki, Onishi, Souki Tsuji)
H B 1969: Defines industrial hemp, authorizes the
growth of industrial hemp as an agricultural product
licensed by the department of agriculture, removes
criminal and civil penalties. (H ouse M inority Caucus)
SB 2700: Companion to H B 1969. (Slom, Chun
Oakland, English, Espero, Gabbard, Galuteria,
Inouye, Keith- Agaran, Kidani, Kim, N ishihara,
Riviere, Ruderman, Shimabukuro, L. Thielen)
SB 2659: Establishes an industrial hemp pilot program
to allow the cultivation of industrial hemp and
distribution of its seed in H awaii through limited
activities by the board of agriculture for purposes of
agricultural or academic research. Appropriates funds
for department of agriculture staff to assist in
registration of industrial hemp licensees. (Gabbard,
Ruderman, Shimabukuro, Dela Cruz, Wakai)
SB 2787: Provides the authority, procedures, and
licensing requirements related to the production of
industrial hemp as an agricultural product. Requires
the department of agriculture to promote industrial
hemp research and development of markets for
industrial hemp. Requires the possession, use, sale, or
transfer of industrial hemp for research and
development purposes to not constitute certain
offenses involving a detrimental drug. (English, Baker,
Keith- Agaran)

SB 2781:
Legalizes the
personal use of
marijuana in a
specified quantity.

Requires licensing to
operate
marijuana
establishments. Subjects
marijuana
establishments to excise
taxes and income taxes.
(English,
Galuteria,
Ruderman, Dela Cruz)

certain conditions and subject to a ninety day notice
followed by a public hearing within fourteen days.
Establishes a fine of up to $500 per day for any
licensee who violates state law or administrative
rules. Allows a licensee to appeal a fine to an ad hoc
special committee. Allows the Department of H ealth
to choose a new licensee if DoH revokes a license.
(Espero, Green, Baker, Dela Cruz, Galuteria)

SB 2175: Requires the
department of health to issue a third medical
marijuana dispensary license for the county of
H awaii. Allows medical marijuana dispensaries to
be open during certain hours on Sundays. 6 year
limit on felonies. (Espero)

Patients/ Community
H B 1680: Removes home grow option for patients
and caregivers in July 2017. (Oshiro, Choy)
SB 596 (2015 Carryover M easure): Decriminalizes
Possession of One Ounce or Less (Ruderman,
English, Espero, Gabbard, Shimabukuro)

SB 888 (2015 Carryover M easure): Imposes a
general excise tax on marijuana sales. Imposes
registration fee on compassion centers, to be shared
with counties. (English, Galuteria, Ruderman)

SB 2656: Establishes a civil penalty for possession of
one ounce or less of marijuana or marijuana
concentrate that is subject to a fine of not more than
$100. M akes various conforming amendments to
statutes to reflect the establishment of the civil
violation for possession of marijuana or marijuana
concentrate of one
ounce or
less.
H B 2635: Allows
(Gabbard, English,
arthritis, anxiety,
Kidani, Dela Cruz,
Espero,
Ihara,
insomnia, and stress
Keith- Agaran,
to be included among
Kim,
N ishihara,
the debilitating
Slom, L. Thielen)

SB 1029 (2015 Carryover M easure): Prohibits
counties from enacting zoning regulations that
discriminate against licensed dispensaries and
production centers. Clarifies the right of qualifying
patients and primary caregivers to transport medical
marijuana. Appropriates funds. (Baker, Espero,
Ihara, Keith- Agaran, N ishihara, Ruderman)
SB 2308: Establishes a working group to research
and make recommendations regarding medical
marijuana edibles for human consumption. (Espero,
Ihara, Ruderman, Baker, Gabbard, Galuteria,
Kidani, L. Thielen)

SB
383
(2015 medical conditions for
Carryover
which medical
M easure): Repeals
marijuana may be
criminal and civil
penalties related to authorized to be used.
marijuana.
Prohibits
the
furnishing
of
marijuana to a minor. Allows the cultivation of
marijuana on private property. Prohibits counties
from prohibiting the cultivation of marijuana on
private property. (Taniguchi- By Request)

H B 1992: Requires the Department of H ealth to
conduct annual reviews of the medical marijuana
dispensary system. (Cachola, Evans, M cdermott,
M izuno, Pouha)
H B 2455: Authorizes the director of health to
establish maximum retail prices for medical
marijuana and manufactured marijuana products.
Delays authority to establish medical marijuana
price controls until 7/ 1/ 2017. (Oshiro, Creagan)
H B 2534: Establishes a medical marijuana
commission to evaluate and make recommendations
about the overall effectiveness of the medical
marijuana dispensaries in the State. (M izuno,
Cachola, Creagan, Ing)

H B 1829: Amends penalties pertaining to certain
medical marijuana prohibitions. Repeals certain
medical marijuana prohibitions. (Souki, Luke,
Rhoads, Saiki)

H B 2621: Allows the counties in which medical
marijuana dispensary licenses are authorized to
apply for a license. (Saiki, Souki)

SB 189 (2015 Carryover M easure): Reclassifies
marijuana from a schedule I to a schedule II
controlled substance. Effective 7/ 1/ 2050. (Espero,
Baker, Galuteria, Ihara, Ruderman)

SB 2306: Allows the Department of H ealth to
revoke a medical marijuana dispensary license under

SB 2179: Changes drug paraphernalia possession
5

and delivery offenses from felonies to civil
violations. (Espero, English, Green, Ruderman,
Baker, Dela Cruz, Gabbard, Keith- Agaran)
H B 1809: Changes drug paraphernalia possession
and delivery offenses from felonies to civil
violations. (San Buenaventura, Creagan, Ing,
Keohokalole, M orikawa, N akashima, Takayama,
Ichiyama, Kobayashi, Rhoads, Takumi)
H B 2709: Requires the Department of H ealth to
issue a receipt that shall serve as a temporary
registration certificate for the medical use of
marijuana upon receipt of a written certification
form completed by or on behalf of a qualifying
patient.
Increases
penalty
for
fraudulent
misrepresentation to a law enforcement official
relating to the issuance of a written certificate by a
physician. (Belatti, Creagan, M orikawa, San
Buenaventura, N akashima)
H B 1833: Excludes hashish, tetrahydrocannabinol
(TH C), and TH C derivatives from the definition of
"marijuana" as used in the Uniform Controlled
Substances Act and from the definitions of
"marijuana" and "usable marijuana" as used in the
medical marijuana law. Defines "hashish" and
"marijuana concentrate" in the Uniform Controlled
Substances Act. Defines "hashish" for purposes of
offenses related to drugs and intoxicating
compounds. (Souki- By Request)
H B 2222: Amends the definition of "debilitating
medical condition" to allow for greater physician

discretion to prescribe low potency medical
marijuana. (Creagan, Evans, H ashem, Kobayashi,
M orikawa, N akashima, Oshiro, San Buenaventura,
Onishi)
H B 2635: Allows
arthritis, anxiety,
insomnia,
and
stress
to
be
included among
the
debilitating
medical
conditions
for
which
medical
marijuana
may
be authorized to
be
used.
(Creagan)

H B 2709: Requires
the Department of
H ealth to issue a
receipt that shall serve
as a temporary
registration certificate
for the medical use of
marijuana

H B 31 (2015 Carryover M easure): Voids any
provision that discriminates against a person who
holds a valid medical marijuana certificate and
resides in an apartment or unit of a condominium
property regime, condominium, or planned
community association, unless the association
documents prohibit smoking tobacco and the
medical marijuana is used by means of smoking.
(Rhoads)
SB 2178: Allows arthritis, anxiety, insomnia, and
stress to be included among the debilitating medical
conditions for which medical marijuana may be
authorized to be used. (Espero, Dela Cruz, Green,

Countering the
Addiction Narrative
In last month's newsletter we discussed the need
for a public education program to address the
misleading facts about medical marijuana circling
through our local communities. This article addresses
one of the most common lines that we are hearing
repeated: 9% of marijuana users get addicted. This
statistic may not seem too dangerous at first glance, but right now this oft- quoted figure is being used
as a scare tactic on our communities rather than as part of a comprehensive overview of medical
marijuana that they deserve. The 9% figure is being propagated locally by mainland anti- marijuana
activists with Smart Approaches to M arijuana (SAM ), who use the allegedly addictive nature of
marijuana as proof that "Big M arijuana" is destined to become the next "Big Tobacco." Groups like
6
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Inhalants: Basic Findings From the N ational
Comorbidity Survey ("Survey").

SAM only provide information about the
"addictiveness"
of
marijuana
alongside
information meant to minimize the effectiveness
of marijuana as a medicine, and never alongside
addiction and harmfulness numbers for other
medications and controlled substances. As long as
medical marijuana is seen as more dangerous and
addictive than other legal drugs, patients will
always face stigma and the potential loss of this
medicine.

As you might imagine, there has been significant
progress on the science of addiction in the last
two decades. According to addiction specialists
Dr. Carl H art and Dr. Drew Pinsky, the number
is far lower than one out of eleven based on their
experiences working with patients struggling with
addiction. In an article for the H uffington Post,
Dr. Sunil Kumar Aggarwal hypothesized that the
Survey was inherently flawed because of age and
environment in which its criteria were formed:

Our goal with this article is to bring some
context to the 9% figure and to determine its
significance in the discussion surrounding medical
marijuana. The first section of the article
discusses whether 9% is considered an accurate
figure for marijuana
dependency,
particularly when used
medicinally.
The
second
section
discusses whether the
addictive nature of
TH C precludes any
medicinal value for
marijuana. The final
section analyzes the
relative harmfulness of
marijuana compared
to other medications.

The problem is that these criteria are
chock- full of bias that ignore the reality of
non- problematic
or
beneficial cannabis use. In
the early '90s in the U.S.,
all cannabis use was seen
as
illegal,
even
for
medicinal
purposes.
Cannabis use could be
causing problems for a
subject more because of its
illegality than anything
else, and this is not
accounted for in the
measuring tool.
Dr. Aggarwal also notes that
the diagnostic definitions for
marijuana
dependence were fairly biased in comparison to
the leeway given users of alcohol in that same
era. For example, here is what the 1987 edition of
the Diagnostic and Statistical M anual had to say
about alcohol intoxication:

Percentage of Users Who Become "Addicted"
According to the SAM website, "Science has
proven ? and all major scientific and medical
organizations agree ? that marijuana is both
addictive and harmful to the human brain,
especially when used as an adolescent. One in
every six 16 year- olds (and one in every eleven
adults) who try marijuana will become addicted
to it." Despite SAM 's claim that "all major
scientific and medical organizations agree" with
their view on marijuana addiction, the website is
only able to cite to a single academic paper from
1994: Comparative Epidemiology of Dependence
on Tobacco, Alcohol, Controlled Substances, and

For example, social drinking frequently
causes loquacity, euphoria, and slurred
speech; but this should not be considered
Intoxication unless maladaptive behavior,
such as fighting, impaired judgment, or
impaired
social
or
occupational
functioning, results.
In light of the Survey's outdated nature and its
7

dependency than use of other illegal substances
such as heroin (23.1%), cocaine (16.7%), and
stimulants (11.1%). Unfortunately the Study did
not evaluate the dependency risk for legal
opioids, which contain the same addictive
compounds as heroin.

H armfulness of M arijuana v. Opioids
There are even some patients who utilize
marijuana as an exit drug from a more harmful
and addictive class of drugs: opioids. Despite
only making up 5% of world?s population, the
United States consumes 85% of the world's
opiates. According to the N ational Institute on
Drug Abuse (N IDA), the US market consumes
nearly 100% of the world's hydrocodone supply
and 81% of the oxycodone. As availability of
prescription opioids increased, so did the
abuse- related consequences. In 2008, there were
305,900 emergency room visits related to
nonmedical use of opioids. In 2010, opioid
overdoses accounted for 16,654 deaths in the US.
To make matters worse, N IDA has also noticed a
growing relationship between prescription opioid
use and heroin use. "The number of past- year

Video: CNN Interview with Dr. Hart and Dr. Pinsky

focus on recreational rather than medical drugs,
it is difficult to put much stock in the figures
when discussing a state cannabis program that is
confined solely to medical marijuana.

Addictiveness as a Bar to M edical Use
M arinol is the only cannabinoid medication
available by prescription. Although M arinol is
not smoked, it consists entirely of delta- 9 TH C,
and ingestion (rather than inhalation) usually
leads to a potentiation of TH C when it passes
through the liver. Originally a Schedule II drug,
M arinol was downgraded to Schedule III, a
category reserved for "drugs with a moderate to
low potential for physical and psychological
dependence." This suggests that pure TH C,
considered by SAM to be the most addictive and
least medicinal compound in marijuana, is less
addictive than all of the commonly- prescribed
opioids of Schedule II such as Vicodin,
OxyContin, and Dilaudid.
Indeed, even the authors of the paper to which
SAM cites were aware that marijuana had a far
lower potential for abuse, stating "After alcohol
and tobacco, cannabis was the next most
frequently used drug listed in Table 2 (located on
page 6), but it ranked low in relation to our
index of dependence among users." The authors
went on to note that there were greater rates of
dependency with legal use of alcohol and
tobacco than extramedical use of marijuana (the
study did not take into account medical use of
marijuana). According to the paper, extramedical
use of marijuana is far less likely to result in

heroin users in the United States nearly doubled
between 2005 and 2012, from 380,000 to
670,000," and "[i]n 2010, there were 2,789 fatal
heroin overdoses." It appears that patients will
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often transition to heroin because it is cheaper or more easily accessible than the opioids they were
originally prescribed.
Fatal overdose is not a term frequently used in
connection to marijuana because it would require the
user to consume 1,500 pounds of marijuana in 15
minutes. This amount is, of course, hypothetical as
there has never been a recorded incident of someone
fatally overdosing on marijuana. Unlike the danger
posed by marijuana overdoses, the danger of
prescription drug overdose is anything but
hypothetical in H awai?i. According to the Department
of H ealth, "drug poisonings have surpassed motor
vehicle crashes as the leading mechanism of injury
death in H awaii." Furthermore, "[p]harmaceutical
opiates are involved in at least 41% of fatal drug
poisonings and 12%- 20% of nonfatal drug
poisonings" in H awai?i.
While one could point to the lack of research on the long- term health effects of marijuana as a reason
to be more wary of prescribing it to patients with chronic pain, the fact is that there have also been no
long- term studies of regular opioid use. According to N IDA, "[s]cientists debate the appropriateness of
chronic opioid use for these conditions in light of the fact that long- term studies demonstrating that
the benefits outweigh the risks have not been conducted." Additionally, there is no evidence that
prescription drugs present less of a risk than marijuana for short- term use.

Conclusion
Regardless of the exact rate of addiction for marijuana
users in 2016, it's important to look at the reasons
why these numbers are being brought up now in town
halls across our islands. Opponents of marijuana
reform have long- emphasized marijuana's 'extremely
addictive' nature as a reason to clamp down on
medical use. H owever, just because a substance carries
the potential for dependence does not preclude its
value as a medicine. There are many addictive
substances that H awai?i residents consume legally on a
daily basis, most of which have far more deadly
consequences than marijuana. The fact of the matter
is, there is a need for long- term studies on the
potential dependency and harmfulness of pretty much
every prescription drug currently on the market. To
harp on the addictive nature of marijuana while
ignoring the literal epidemic of prescription drug abuse
is disingenuous and potentially harmful to the
long- term health of the people of H awai?i.
9
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BACKGROUND CHECKSAND
DISPENSARIES - WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
While maybe less invasive than an audit, a
background check is a stressful experience for
anyone ? let alone for the hundreds of patients,
employees, and dispensary applicants required to
undergo a background check under the
Department of H ealth?s Dispensary Rules.
Understanding the inherent stress of a background
check, made more stressful by the current
ambiguity of the process under the DoH rules,
your Alliance wanted to take a brief minute to
analyze H RS § 329 and H AR § 11- 850 to help
dispensary applicants, patients, and all of those
who may want to work for a dispensary in the
future, understand the particular requirements
coming out of DoH .
There are two main facets to the issue of
background checks - who will DoH check and
what will they check for. The first issue is rather
easily dispensed with. Short answer: Anyone ?
patients; caregivers; dispensary owners, managers,
and employees; subcontractors; government
employees;
etc.
Specifically,
in
H AR
§ 11- 850- 17, DoH requires background checks
for:
(1) The individual applicant
(§ 11- 850- 13(3));

production center or retail dispensing
location;

(2) All officers, directors, shareholders
with at least twenty- five percent
ownership interest or more, members,
and managers of an entity applicant or
licensee (§ 11- 850- 15(7));

(7) Any person permitted to enter or
remain in dispensary facilities pursuant
sections 329D- 6, 329D- 15, and
329D- 16, H RS; including
(a) Any qualifying patient or
primary caregiver of a qualifying
patient (329D- 15);

(3) Each employee of a dispensary;
(4) Each subcontractor of a dispensary;
(5) All officers, directors, shareholders
with at least twenty- five per cent
ownership interest or more, members,
and managers of a subcontracted
production center or retail dispensing
location;
(6) Each employee of a subcontracted
10

(b) Any government employee or
official acting in the person's
official capacity (329D- 15, 16);
(c) Any person previously
included on a current
department- approved list
provided to the department by
the licensee of those persons who
are allowed into that dispensary's

to
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health, safety, or welfare of the public or a
qualifying patient, considering the nature
of the offense, the time elapsed since the
offense
occurred, and evidence of
rehabilitation.
(§ 11- 850- 17(b))

facilities for a specific purpose for
that dispensary, including but not
limited to construction,
maintenance, repairs, legal counsel,
or investors (329D- 15, 16);

Special Background Check Requirements

(8) Agents of any of the above persons.
N eedless to say, this list is quite exhaustive. Pretty
much, if you will ever walk into a dispensary in
H awaii for any reason, you will be subject to a
background check at your own expense. And failing
a background check is a complete bar to entering a
dispensary and to receiving or renewing a dispensary

In addition to the general background check
requirements for everyone, there are a few special
classes of people receiving additional scrutiny under
DoH ?s rules. These classes include dispensary
applicants, dispensary employees, and patients and
primary caregivers.
For Dispensaries:
Dispensary licensees must comply with a few other
requirements spread throughout the rules that
expand the background checks and give DoH
considerable discretion. DoH can refuse to issue a
license if:

license. So let us turn now to what the background
checks will be investigating.
General Background Check Requirements
All of the background checks will look for the
following items in a person?s history, and the
presence of any of the items below will result in a
person failing a background check.
(1) A felony conviction;
(2) A conviction related to use, possession,
or distribution of drugs or intoxicating
compounds;
(3) A conviction for a crime involving
violence;
(4) A conviction for a crime involving a
firearm;
(5) A conviction for a crime involving
or business or commercial fraud; or

theft,

(6) Any other background history that the
department finds would pose a risk to the
11

1. The individual applicant has a felony
conviction of any sort. § 11- 850- 13(3).
2. Any of the owners, principals, or members of
the dispensary applicant entity has a felony
conviction of any sort. § 11- 850- 15(7).
3. The individual applicant has a history of
bankruptcy. § 11- 850- 20(a)(3)(E).
4. Any businesses or organizations previously
owned or operated by the individual applicant
has a history of bankruptcy.
§ 11- 850- 20(a)(3)(E).
5. The applicant and applying entity violated any
of the following background check
requirements (§ 11- 850- 20(a)(6)):
a. § 329D- 7 ? The reputable and
responsible character and fitness of all
license applicants, licensees, employees,
subcontractors and their employees,
and prospective employees of medical
marijuana dispensaries to operate a
dispensary;
b. § 329D- 12 - Criminal history record
checks in accordance with section
§ 846- 2.7.
c. § 846- 2.7 - The criminal history
record check shall include the
submission of fingerprints to:
i. The Federal Bureau of
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Investigation for a national criminal history record check; and
ii. The H awaii criminal justice data center for a state criminal history record check that
shall include nonconviction data.
6. If An applicant has a background history that indicates the applicant does not have a reputable and
responsible character or would pose a risk to the health, safety, or welfare of the public or
qualifying patients. § 11- 850- 24(a)(6).
7. For any other ground that serves the purpose of this chapter or chapter 329D, H RS.
§ 11- 850- 24(a)(7).
For Dispensary Employees:
Dispensary licensees cannot employ a person
convicted of any felony. And further, DoH exempted
the dispensaries? employment process from the usual
employee protections contained in ?§ 378- 2(a)(1), as it
relates to arrest and court record discrimination, and
those in § 378- 2.5.? This means that dispensary
licensees are required to discriminate against employees
based on arrest and court records (§ 378- 2(a)(1)) and
they are required to investigate employee?s conviction
records prior to making a preliminary offer (§ 378- 2.5).
Additionally, the dispensary licensee?s investigation into
the conviction record does not need to bear a rational
relationship to the duties and responsibilities of the
position because a potential employee is disqualified for
a previous conviction of any felony whatsoever.
(§ 378- 2.5).
For Patients and Primary Caregivers:
Finally, in a bold move by DoH , patients and primary caregivers are required to pass a background
check in order to enter a dispensary to purchase medicine. H AR § 11- 850- 17(a)(7) expanded Act 241?s
list of entities required to pass a background check before entering dispensaries to include patients and
primary caregivers. These background checks are to be conducted at the patient or caregiver's expense, and
failing the background check allows DoH to permanently bar patients and caregivers from entering
dispensaries to purchase their medicine.
Conclusion
The background check requirements will generally help to insure a safe and productive medicinal
cannabis industry across H awaii. But, needless to say, there are a few major issues with DoH ?s current
approach.
First, DoH does not want to run these background checks, so they are also requiring that the
Dispensaries be in charge of conducting the background checks, updating DoH immediately of any new
arrest or conviction of a previously cleared person, and prohibiting anyone who fails the background check
from entering a dispensary for any reason. § 11- 850- 17(c- d). N ot only will a person be prohibited from
entering a dispensary if they fail the background check, it is up to each individual to apply for the
background check and personally pay all processing fees for the background check before attempting to
enter or operate a dispensary. § 11- 850- 17(c).
12
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Second, and most worryingly, DoH expanded the scope of the background check requirements to
include patients and primary caregivers. Tasking dispensaries with maintaining the background check
records of all of the patients is far beyond the requirements and intention of Act 241 ? it is a huge
burden to patients, it will prevent many patients from accessing their medicine, and it presents significant
privacy issues for patients and dispensaries alike.
Your Alliance is working diligently this session to pass a bill, H B 2708, to remove this language
from the rules by explicitly excluding patients, caregivers, and government officials. Stay tuned for more
information on how you can get involved in this important issue!

Thoughts
From
Washington
George H obart, a resident of Port H adlock Washington, has run medical
marijuana coops (and currently retail marijuana outlets) for four years in both
Port H adlock and Port Townsend, WA. The father of one, George is a retired
school teacher, professional rock and roll musician and a Vietnam era US Army
Veteran. Aged 74, he?s run a number of business in Washington State including
20 years? operating a caviar export business. H e began his medical marijuana
business in 2011 with only $1500. We sat down with George recently to discuss
his experiences running a medical marijuana business.
What?s the one thing a medical marijuana store owner should be concerned about regarding sales and
marketing of ?product??
M y number one concern for my M M store was to determine what, if any, kinds of pesticides the
growers were using. The product should always be tested by a licensed lab. When you grow the plants
they get bugs on them and dealing with the bugs, like spider mites, is the main thing that concerns me.
13

Any other tips that you recommend for a new
store owner?

"WE?VE NEVER HAD ANY
THREATS OR PROBLEMS. IN
OUR AREA THERE?S BEEN NO
INCREASE IN CRIME
ASSOCIATED WITH MEDICAL
MARIJUANA."
N ot just as the owner, but as a user. I?m not
going to go to a medical store that doesn?t have
their product tested. H ere in Washington there
are several state approved labs and they test for
TH C and CBDs which is nice to know.
H owever, the critical testing is for mold, which
can kill you and pesticides which can also do
serious neurological damage. The product of
course, should be labeled with any known
pesticides. I would never buy a product that
wasn?t labeled.

I would establish a good relationship with the
local police. M y first day in business here I had
the police come down to our building and let
them know what we are doing. I gave them a
walk through and informed them of my plans.
That really helped. You?ve got to make sure that
law enforcement knows what you are doing.
We?ve never had any issues with the police
during our four years of operation.
What about security with your store?

N ow that the State is doing away with M edical
M arijuana stores in Washington, where do
clients go to purchase medical marijuana?
If you?re a medical marijuana user in
Washington after July 2016, you can still get
your medical marijuana products in retail stores.
H owever, to get a 10% sales tax discount
meaning, you need to register in special State
run medical marijuana database. Some people
however are reluctant to sign up for a database
where they might be perceived as Schedule 1
drug offenders.
What obstacles have you found in the
community when it came to setting up shop.
I call it the Big fish in a small pond syndrome.
Somebody from local government, say the
zoning commission or city council may think
that medical marijuana has no value. One
person who opposes a store opening can
torpedo your whole business. It?s hard to fight
this because after all it?s a Schedule 1 substance.
One person can be a fly in the ointment and
cause major problems.
Anything else?
Beware that rents can skyrocket. Be sure that
you have different options available to you
when it comes to setting up storefronts.
14

When I opened my store I worried about
security, but in retrospect, it?s never been a
concern. You either need to own a big safe and
keep your product in the store, or take it home
with you. We?ve never had any threats or
problems. In our area there?s been no increase in
crime associated with medical marijuana. I can
see where it might be more of a concern with
growers, but not at our retail outlets.
Any other issues that might concern owners?
The issues I?ve had were business- related.
Unfortunately, I?ve found that when that money
is involved you can?t trust anyone. I?d say know
your partners well. H ave all your agreements in
properly executed. It?s very important to know
what you?re doing ahead of time. M ost of the
business deals I?ve done in the past were based
on a handshake. But you?ve got to know who
you are dealing with. When it comes to serious
money, people can change.
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What?s the most gratifying thing for you about working in this business?
I?ve found I can really help people. I?ve been able
to help many people beat addiction to opiates. As a
former school teacher I never got the kinds of kudos
I get from the medical marijuana business. I can?t go
anywhere in town without someone putting their
arm around my shoulder and thanking me
profusely. It?s not just the former users who are
happy to be opiate- free. I often encounter their
family members? whether a significant other or a
brother or sister? who are overjoyed to have their
loved ones back. The bottom line is that getting off
opiates, which are extremely destructive, is a very
big deal. M edical M arijuana has been proven to
accomplish this. Being part of this equation is very rewarding for me.
Robert F. Kay, a writer and publicist who has worked both in H onolulu and
Silicon Valley, has been a professional communicator for three decades. The
author of three books, he has worked as a public relations consultant to high
tech startups and written for numerous publications including the Wall Street
Journal, the San Francisco Chronicle and the Los Angeles Times. M ost recently
he represented a M edical M arijuana cooperative in Washington State called
Canna- Copia. H e can be reached at rkay@pactechcom.com

REAL ESTATE & COMMUNITY
RELATIONS
This piece is part of our ongoing series on real estate issues for
medical marijuana dispensaries.

Banks, land owners, tenants, real estate agents, dispensary applicants, city councils, zoning
boards, neighborhood associations, state legislatures, and the federal government each approach the
issue of real estate in H awai?i?s medical marijuana industry in different ways. As H awai?i?s trade
association for the medical marijuana industry, the H awai?i Dispensary Alliance is in the business of
helping these disparate stakeholders understand each other. Information helps both sides in a
negotiation and whether it is a lending agreement, eviction notice, security arrangement, real estate
due diligence, forfeiture issuance, or local zoning issue, we will strive to provide both sides with the
information they need to make the best decision for H awai?i. As we have seen over the last few
months, landowners, bankers, and marijuana related businesses can enjoy long- lasting and
profitable relationships, but there is another real estate relationship of almost greater importance for
marijuana dispensaries and related business - the relationship with the local community. Today we
will look at how dispensaries, patients, and local communities can interact with each other in
15

positive ways to create safety for the communities, ease of access for the patients, and value for the
dispensaries. N ext month the Alliance will finish this series of articles addressing real estate issues by
looking at H awai?i?s unique zoning environment and related considerations for H awai?i?s
dispensaries and related businesses.

As We Begin
As in our last two articles on the subject of real estate and the cannabis industry, this article
must begin with a quick disclaimer - repeating that the issue of primary importance to every part of
the medical marijuana industry, and its various relationships to real estate, is the fact that marijuana
remains listed as a Schedule I narcotic under the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) of 1970. Under
this classification, it is illegal for anyone or any entity to ?possess, grow, or dispense it or to conspire
with or aid anyone else to do so (including renting space to, accepting deposits from, or securing a
loan with property leased to a marijuana operation.? One consequence of this, is the continuing
federal ability to seek forfeiture of any real property used in conjunction with the marijuana
industry, including property leased to such operations. While this has not been an absolute deterrent
to the cannabis industry, it should factor into every participant?s risk calculus when deciding how to
engage with the industry.
The other side of the legality coin is the growing patchwork of state legalization schemes for
both medical and recreational marijuana use. N ow 23 states, with more every year, have some
version of a legalized medical marijuana industry, and as of 2015, five states have a legalized
recreational market as well. Of interest to the real estate market then is the relationship between
state legalization schemes and the ongoing federal illegality of participation in the medical marijuana
industry. The articles in this series will continue to detail at least a few of these interactions, and
what individuals and corporations are doing at this intersection of state and federal law to hedge
their risks and engage in this growing and profitable industry.

Dispensaries and Local Communities
One of the key activities that the most successful dispensaries across the United States swear
by as essential for remaining on the right side of both state and federal laws is a robust relationship
with their local communities. This relationship can be as robust, toxic, or neutral as a dispensary
and the neighborhood in which it is situated should like, but it is not up to just the dispensary to
determine the nature of the relationship ? both sides have to work together. This article will
provide information, gleaned from experiences across the country, for both dispensaries and local
communities looking to engage with each other for the safety of all.
Local Communities
It is up to each local community and its
members to decide individually and collectively how
to respond to the potential placement of a
dispensary or grow operation within its borders.
That decision should be based on accurate
information gained by looking at communities
which have endured similar transitions, and at the
growing national trend in favor of the medical
cannabis industry. With millions of tax and
charitable dollars available for willing communities,
it behooves community leaders and members to
check any negative initial reaction against the facts
before jumping to some sort of N ot In M y Back
Yard (N IM BY) reaction. So what are those facts?
16

A 2010 PEW study found most of the nation in favor of some form of medicinal cannabis ?
approximately 73%. H owever, quality of life concerns still remain for those whose neighborhoods
or commercial blocks my host a dispensary,
including: fear of increased loitering, drug dealers,
marijuana smoking outside M M Ds, noxious odors,
gang activity, increased crime, exposure to minors,
accidental poisonings, and sale of drugs other than
marijuana, as well as increased automobile traffic,
accidents, and arrests for driving under the
influence of marijuana. Fortunately, this is where
the facts come in, rather than nebulous fears. As
the Alliance discussed in our January newsletter,
recent studies of the legitimate cannabis industry
across the United States show that the
implementation of a new cannabis industry under a
robust state regulatory scheme (like that in
H awai?i) see a dramatic reduction in crime and the
black market. This is due to the ease of legitimate
access and the extensive security measures which
dispensaries implement. As the neighbors of one of
the largest cannabis collective?s in California said,
?there are now cameras and security guards walking around 24- 7 in what used to be a high crime
area near Berkeley, now there is much less crime simply because there is somebody watching all of
the time.? There is also very little risk of diversion or appealing to children due to the extensive
regulatory scheme requiring dispensaries to stay away from schools, remain inaccessible to anyone
without a medical card, and not manufacture any products which might appeal to children. The
rules go a step further and provide for the creation of a public education program run by the
Department of H ealth to discourage children from experimenting with medical marijuana. Finally,
all of the marijuana created by the dispensaries will be trackable, unlike current black- market
sources, which provides law enforcement with
enhanced capabilities to ensure the safety of local
communities and to track back any illegally
obtained medical marijuana, further enhancing
community safety.
In addition to the facts on crime and
diversion, communities should also remember the
potential for extensive local tax revenues that
follow from the building of dispensaries ? tax
revenue that could easily be used to offset any
real or perceived disadvantages to the housing of
a dispensary in a particular community. These
local revenues are further enhanced by dispensary
lease rates which are usually 50- 75% higher than
normal and by dispensaries operating in
previously commercially blighted locations.
Finally, if your community is being considered for the site of a dispensary or grow operation
do not forget to talk with the dispensary. The best community- dispensary relationships happen
when there is an ongoing dialogue between the community and dispensaries. Such dialogue provides
17
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safety and security for both sides, reduces costs for dispensaries, and ensures that neither side is doing
something to create unnecessary enmity in the situation. This dialogue should be mutual, but
community leaders can take the first step by providing information to their communities, organizing,
and then approaching dispensaries to clearly lay out their expectations and concerns. By going to the
dispensaries with their concerns, communities lay the ground- work for change and a profitable,
mutual relationship.
Additional resources are available through the Alliance, Drug Policy Forum, and various
mainland nonprofits to help your community decide the best course for engagement. These resources
include statistics on decreasing crime rates, diversion, taxation, and local charitable giving by
dispensaries.
Patients
M edical marijuana patients have an important role to play in the relationship between
dispensaries and local communities ? especially in H awai?i?s local medical marijuana industry.
Specifically, patients are the bridge between communities and dispensaries. They are the client of
dispensaries and members of the community and as such they are uniquely situated to change local
opinion about dispensaries. Opposition to vague boogeymen is easy ? opposition to your neighbor
who needs medicine is much more difficult. Dispensaries and patients should work together to reach
out to their communities to espouse the usefulness and safety of
the medical marijuana industry by providing personal anecdotes,
TH E GREATEST
industry information, and access to the industry.

BARRIER TO TH E
ACCEPTAN CE OF
M EDICAL
M ARIJUAN A AN D
TH E H EALTH Y
FUN CTION IN G OF
DISPEN SARIES IN
H AWAI?I IS
M ISIN FORM ATION

Dispensaries
While communities should engage with dispensaries regarding
their expectations for safety and security, dispensaries can and
should take the initiative in the relationship as well. As a study
of Canada?s medical marijuana industry recently stated, by
providing a community- based, holistic approach dispensaries
have achieved success in being recognized as credible
stakeholders and experts in the ongoing debate about medical
marijuana and they have been successfully supplementing
Canada?s health industry. The same thing will happen in
H awai?i, but it will require dispensaries to engage their
communities, to show and not tell all of the security measures
being implemented, and to broadcast their charitable giving to

magnify its effects.
We have discussed in previous articles the legislative rules for dispensaries requiring security,
safety, background checks, etc., and how the dispensary licensees will likely not only meet, but exceed
those requirements. H owever, as the dispensaries move from idea to implementation, it is important
that they begin to engage their communities to demonstrate their compliance with the regulations and
otherwise show their commitment to the community.
The greatest barrier to the acceptance of medical marijuana and the healthy functioning of
dispensaries in H awai?i is misinformation- misinformation about the medicine; about its uses and
effects; about the risk of diversion; about a potential rise in crime; about increased loitering; about
18

guns and security; about the operation of dispensaries; about the owners of dispensaries; about
property prices; about increased traffic; about charitable giving; about the black market; about
product safety; about health risks; and about
the industry across H awai?i. These are just a
few of the ways in which communities can
easily hold incorrect and damaging beliefs
about the dispensaries looking to operate near
them. Yet each of these beliefs is easily
countered by good information, delivered in a
responsible, personal way.
Thus it is
imperative that dispensaries actively engage in
public information campaigns, interacting with
their local communities and the public in
general to work to destigmatize the industry
and their operations regarding each of these
topics.
Working with the local community is not always easy, but it is always very rewarding for
dispensaries. It often leads to increased safety and security of the facilities and favorable good will and
word of mouth references in an advertising limited industry. Dispensaries can engage their
communities in a number of ways, including:
-

Participating in local board and association meetings
H osting neighborhood information meetings
Releasing information to the local press about their activities
Donating to local charities and schools
Providing educational materials to schools, PTA?s, neighbors, and local businesses
Bringing in outside services to help the community
Paying taxes regularly
Contributing to community works and improvement projects
Coordinating with local neighborhood watches and security companies for mutual protection
Participating in anti- drug campaigns in schools and with various branches of the Department
of Public Safety
H osting local education sessions, gardening workshops, pharmaceutical training, etc?
Partnering with local businesses
Working with local healthcare organizations

The Alliance is dedicated to helping dispensaries engage their communities in all of these ways
and more and we would be happy to help your organization by providing resources, information, and
connections to other dispensaries with successful community engagement programs.

Conclusion
Dispensaries and local communities can interact with each other in positive ways to create
safety for the communities, ease of access for the patients, and value for the dispensaries. But it is up
to each of us as community members, dispensaries, and patients to make that happen. Do not sit
around and wait for the other side to make the first move, take the initiative, mobilize your
community, marshal your information resources, and engage with each other!
Come back next month and we will finish our discussion of the relationship between
dispensaries and real estate by looking at zoning issues for dispensaries and grow operations in
H awai?i.
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HDA 101: HOW TO SUBMI T TESTI MONY
website.
b. In person, to the office of the presiding
committee chair.
2. As a member of the H DA, through our
services.

H DA recognizes that there are some strong
bills that may weigh heavily in determining the
direction and development of our new industry. Some
of these bills we recognize as friendly and favorable;
conversely, there are a few bills that could prove
harmful to the collective movement. In both cases,
the Alliance needs your support to see these measures
pass or fail.

Those interested in submitting testimony on their
own behalf should first register with the capitol
website. Once this step is completed, you will gain
access to your private legislative access page wherein
you can track legislation, receive hearing notices that
are important to you, and submit testimony. Your
access page should look like the image pictured to the
left.
The instructions for submitting testimony are
straightforward; those seeking to submit hardcopies
of testimony, in person, should follow these
instructions:

M embership with the H awai?i Dispensary
Alliance affords you the ability to provide
supplementary and supporting testimony to any of
the cannabis- related bills that we are tracking in a
fast and efficient manner. This provision of your
membership is one of the most valuable incentives for
joining the Alliance. Professionally crafted and
well- articulated testimony is one of the most
influential components of our democratic system, and
your participation in this practice will allow you to
trumpet your voice and take ownership in these
issues that you support or oppose. Your H DA staff is
proud to aid you through this process throughout
this legislative session.

-

-

There are three ways in which you can submit
testimony to our state representatives:
1. As a private citizen.
a. Through the www.capitol.hawaii.gov
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Persons wishing to offer comments should
submit testimony at least 24 hours prior to the
hearing.
Testimony should indicate:
- Testifier's name with position/ title and
organization;
- The Committee(s) to which the
comments are directed;
- The date and time of the hearing; and

-

M easure number.

Alliance membership has it perks. H DA will provide
you with an electronic piece of testimony that you
can print, sign, and email back to us. We will submit
it on your behalf as a documented part of significant
legislative history. H DA will be present in all
relevant hearings to ensure that your perspective is
well articulated to the legislative body.

While every effort will be made to incorporate all
testimony received, materials received on the day of
the hearing or improperly identified or directed, may
be distributed to the Committee after the hearing.
You can submit testimony in ON E of the following
ways:
-

-

Over the next few months, we will be keeping our
membership informed of opportunities to submit
testimony on the bills most likely to have a big
impact on H awai?i's medical marijuana industry.
Right now there is a committee hearing coming up
this Friday, February 12, for H B 2707 and H B
2708. Don't forget to submit 24 hours in advance!

PAPER: 15 copies (including an original) to
Room 331 in the State Capitol;
FAX :
For testimony less than 5 pages in
length, transmit to 808- 586- 9608 (Oahu) or
1- 800- 535- 3859 (for N eighbor Islander
without a computer to submit testimony
through e- mail or the Web); or
WEB:
For testimony less than 10M B in
size, transmit from
http: / / www.capitol.hawaii.gov/
submittestimony.aspx.

Out of respect to you and your inbox space, we'll
try to keep our legislative action alerts to a
minimum. If you want to stay abreast of all the
issues, we recommend that you take the time to
register on the capitol website. Of course, Alliance
members will always be free to use our emails as
their submission tool of choice!

Should you find that these lengths are too
burdensome or time consuming, this is where

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT: MJ FREEWAY
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Session
Calendar

With the Expo and the mad dash
to submit dispensary applications
complete, the industry will have
a bit of a breather for the next
couple months. Although we
can't have any contact with DoH
until the licensees are announced
in April, H DA will be keeping
busy for the next couple of
months trying to push forward
our legislative agenda. H ere are
some of the important dates on
the legislative calendar:
FEB 19 FIRST LATERAL (BILLS)
All bills referred to more than
one committee (i.e., those with
multiple referrals) must move to
their final committee in the
originating chamber by this day.
M AR 4 FIRST DECKIN G (BILLS)

All bills under consideration for
crossover to the other chamber
must be submitted to the clerk
of the originating chamber in
their final form at least 48 hours
prior to third reading.
M AR 11 LAST DAY TO IN TRODUCE SUBSTAN TIVE RESOLUTION S
Resolutions are legislative measures which may request action
of a government entity or state
the legislature?s position on an
issue. They don?t have the force
and effect of law, require only
one reading in chamber, and are
not enrolled to the Governor.
APR 14 LAST DAY FOR TH E
ORIGIN ATIN G BODY TO DISAGREE WITH BILL AM EN DM EN TS

Get Soci al Wi th Us:
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The deadline for the originating
chamber to disagree with
changes made to its bills by the
other chamber. When the Senate
and H ouse disagree on a bill,
members from each chamber
can meet in a ?conference?
committee to reconcile their
differences.
APR 28 FIN AL DECKIN G OF
N ON - FISCAL BILLS
Deadline for submitting nonfiscal bills for final reading by
both chambers.
APR 29 FIN AL DECKIN G OF
FISCAL BILLS
Deadline for submitting fiscal
bills for final reading by both
chambers.
M AY 5 LAST DAY OF SESSION

